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Experience the 
remarkable evolution of 
the V9 Mattress options 
and all their features.

SHOP ALL
SLEEPERS
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C O O L I N G  G E L

Infused with cooling technology and cooling yarn to provide a refreshing 
cool-to-the-touch embrace.

TRIPLE ACTION COOLING

Each of the layers from the cool-touch ticking to the copper-infused gel top, 
and the temperature-conductive base, harmoniously combine to create a 
remarkable cooling sensation.

COPPER BEAD TECHNOLOGY

Both gel layers are enhanced with heat-reactive copper beads that draw 
warmth away from the body and guide it into its conductive matrix, to 
ensure a cooler experience.

COOLING COMFORT RELIEF

Embrace the benefits of space-cradling comfort that relieves the body of 
tension and leaves you refreshed and rejuvenated.
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The revitalized Cooling Gel 

offered in the V9 provides a 

refreshing wave of coolness at 

the very first touch. The secret lies 

in three layers of cooling action, 

where coolness and comfort 

intertwine effortlessly.

Premium Soft Quilted Cover1

Cooling Gel2

Base Platform4
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H i P E R F O R M  F O A M

Debuting a re-imagined foam 

with an infusion of carbon fiber 

and Crypton cover that enhances 

the capabilities at its core. As a 

result, the unparalleled innovation 

of the foam effortlessly balances 

lightweight composition with 

unmatched strength, providing 

you with unwavering support like 

never before.

Made with Crypton, a PFAS-free premium fabric fused with antimicrobial 
technology to shield against any stains or spills Engineered to last, it 
provides lifelong moisture and odor protection.

10X STRONGER THAN STEEL

Carbon fiber is known for its unrivaled strength. When joined to foam, it 

retains the gentle pliability while infusing the high-performance support 

and flexibility.

CELL SURFACE INFUSION

Each cell in the foam is layered with an infusion of carbon fiber that 

strengthens structural integrity from its very core.

PERFORMS LIKE HIGH-DENSITY

The ultralight foam performs identical to a denser style without the 
burden of additional bulk while offering uncompromising support in 
deep compression zones.
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Performance Quilted Cover1

Base Platform3

HiPerform Foam2
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T E M P U R - P E D I C ®

Experience the epitome of 

personalized comfort as 

the mattress seamlessly 

conforms to the contours 

of your body, effortlessly 

vanishing any discomfort 

caused by pressure points.

Crafted with a breathability-enhancing fabric, which effortlessly combines 
unrivaled softness and exceptional flexibility.

ELEVATED COMFORT

Meticulously crafted with unparalleled care, the Tempur-Pedic® 
mattress embraces your uniqueness, weaving personalized harmony and 
unwavering support.

DYNAMIC SUPPORT

Experience the supportive embrace of a TEMPUR® material layer that 
conforms to your body, providing pressure relief. A premium foam base 
layer minimizes pressure points, reducing restlessness.
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Soft Quilted Cover1

Tempur Pedic2

Base Platform4
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